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Ellensburg, W•shlngt°"

C.J. Nelsen/The Observer

Central may see a decrease in student population come spring

time.

Requirements tightened for spring admission
By ELLEN A. HIATT
Staff Writer

C

entral is placing more
stringent requirements on
spring quarter admissions, according to James Pappas,
dean of admissions.

To prevent going over the fulltime equivalent (FTE) lid imposed
·by the legislature, CWU will not
accept new students and will
admit few returning students for
spring quarter, said Pappas.
.
He said because attrition, based
on past levels, is lower than

expected, the university is over
their projected enrollment level
for winter quarter and will curb
admissions to keep from
surpassing the annual average
FTE of 5,966 for the academic
year.
,
The seven percent expected
attrition for winter quarter is not
enough to keep enrollment below
the lid.
Pappas said if the university
goes over the lid, the state may
penalize it through less funding.
He said the university will
establish a · review board for
students who wish to return
spring quarter.

''An understanding that the
state will continue with a low
FTE" will help keep the problem
from reoccuring. He also said they
may begin accepting applications
for admission earlier for the same
reason.
According to Pappas other
universities are under similar
circumstances.
The University of Washington,
Those students on probation
w_ill also be generally restricted to Washington State University and
12 to 13 credits with few Western Washington University
exceptions to achieve the same were all reported to be facing
end, he said.
similar problems.

close to graduation will be
admitted,'' said Pappas. He
estimated 15 credit hours needed
to graduate will be the standard
used by the review board.
Pappas also said in an effort to
keep below the li9. they will be
·'very stringent with students who
want overloads."

T,h e FTE lid is arrived at by
dividing the total number of credit
hours taken by a full-time
"Probably only people who are student.

The student retention level at
other universities has been higher
than expected this past year said
Pappas.
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Editorial & Opinion
·Rock heroes live up to expectations
By BRENDA BERUBE
Editor

"Remember the Heroes" sang Sammy Hagar· at the concert
Sunday night, and remember I will.
I'll remember, because it was just last quarter in a philosophy, or
history class, when a professc>r I had was lecturing on American
youth and their heroes of today. He brought up the subject for one
reason or another and we (the Class) discussed our heroes . .
He talked of when his generation was in their prime, their heroes
were presid~nts, athletes, and fatl}ers. He went on to say that today
our (students) heroes tend to be corporate executives and mainly rock stars (this was said with a slightly cynical tone).

3,000. It was a once in a lifetime-experience that most rock stars
probably wouldn't grant. True if the concert had been at the Seattle
or Portland Coliseum he wouldn't have had the chance, but ' then
again life works in mysteriously wonderful ways.
I hate to say it, because I love Huey Lewis, but Sammy's concert
outdid Huey's.
·
Anyone, no matter what profession they're in or what kind of
lifestyle they lead can be a hero. A hero, in my eyes, is someone who
can make dreams come true and give people a chance to express
themselves or demonstrate their talent.
Rumor has it the whole stunt was rigged. Does it matter? At
Christmas we ask Santa for our hearts' desire and Mom and Dad
come through. So, Little Red Rocker I tip my hat to you, you're right
up there with Santa Claus - making dreams come true.

Well if that's the case ·Sammy you're some kind of hero.
Sammy Hagar came into the Pavilion with a concert that wasn't
sold out until a few days before, with a limited amount of student
interest, on a cold and snowy day and made a lot of people walk out
of the gym with a new outlook.
'
Before a packed Pavilion, Sammy made a dream come true. A
student got a message to stage about how it was his dream to play
guitar with Sammy - Sammy made his dream come true.
The Ellensburg Rocker was given the chance to get on stage and
play lead guitar with Sammy Hagar before a crowd of more than

On the other side.
There will be no live pictures of our hero in The Observer, because
Sammy's contract wouldn't allow our photographers in~ide the
concert.
Heroes are hard to get near. They have tight se~urity, tough-nosed
management, and strict schedules, so we'll have to settle for the
memories of the concert that will be stored away and kept longer
than a photograph.

Letters{
I

•

.Calendar ·restricted by regulations
To the editor:
I'd like to tell you about a project that started back in June and
is presently in full swing. I'm
speaking of the production of Central 's first ever student calendars.
Myself and another CWU student wanted to make a product
that would represent our school.
The main objectives of this calendar included meeting new people,
becoming more aware of the
business
comm unity
in
· Ellensburg, arid getting the student body involved.
Over 300 students participated
in the production and more
became involved each day. Also in
the past few months, so many
new people have come our way.
And yes, we have b~come aware

.of the business community in
Ellensburg. A few problems came
along, but for the most part it was
just fine.
Jerrols, KUBE radio, and the
University Bookstore went out of .
their way to help us. But for every
good side, there's a bad side.
Richard Haines and myself,
Thomas Nalbone, are presently
juniors here. Haines is a business
major and I am a flight technology
major. We are two regular college
students who wanted to try our
hands at a business project. We
are not a major corporation trying
to make a fast buck. Our student
calendar reflects the quality
students we have here at Central.
Many people have put time and effort into making a product that
represents this school. CWU is the

THE OBSERVER
The Observer, the official student .
newspaper of Central Washington University, is a laboratory paper in conjuction
with the CWU Communications Depart~ ·
ment.
Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. Friday t,he week prior io the requ~sted
publication date, must be signed and contain the writer's name, address and phone
number.
Letters . should ·be double-spaced,
typewritten and limited to one page. We
reserve the right-to edit them for brevity.
Letters become the property of The
Observer.
Address and deliver letters to The
Editor, The Observer, Bouillon Hall 227,
CWU, Ellensburg, WA. 98926.
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smallest of the major universities ficials treat us like a major corin this state, yet we have a quality · poration. Did they forget that it
calendar just like the U. W. and contains CWU students? These
W .S. U. One would think CWU are our people. I think the school
would be grateful and cooperative officials need to sit down and look
with such a student product. Not at what has transpired. They need
so.
to think about the other students
When we went to put our flyers who in the future, may not start ,
in the dorms and around campus, business ventures because of
we were told we could not because what has happened here. Why
the calendar doesn't have a stu- should students start something if
dent club. We then wanted to let they can't get any cooperation.
the student body know about That's a big word. What's funny is
their chance to win a video everyone else · involved with this
cassette recorder. This was done calendar has been able to
through the mail. Once again we cooperate, but the biggest of them
were turned down for not being a all, the one whose name is ·on the
club. Because of this we could not front of every calendar.
advertise the CWU calendar on
the campus.
Thomas Nalbone
Sounds stupid. But why is this
Student
happening? Because school of-
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Readers respond
to prof's letter

To the editor:
Professor Brown's criticism · of
The Observer in the Jan. 24 issue

was unnecessarily harsh. to say
the least. To be sure, some of his
tellectual snobbery is actually a criticisms were well founded.
To the editor:
product of his ignorance. He However, to question the necessiWhile Professor James Brown either cannot or will not realize ty or logic behind its very exfeels that the existence ·of The that The Observer is put together istence was· stepping way out of
Observer is unnecessary, it ap- · by st~dents . who _are learning bounds.
pears to me that the opposite is about JOurnahsm. Smee they are
There is more to learn about
true.
learning, they cannot be expected journalism than punctuation and
Of course, the paper . is not to produce a perfect paper. word usage. That, Mr. Brown. is
without its faults. Spelling and especi~ly when time is limited. what the student newspaper is all
other errors do exist, but errors The editors and staff are not full- about.
exist in every newspaper, in- time journali~ts. They must atWorking under the pressure of a
cluding those
in
major tend classes hke other students. deadline (and eliminating
metropolitan areas. Some have j_obs. .
.
typographical errors at the same
The Observer provides a
The Observer i~ an important time) is a big part of any
valuable service -to its readers publication for Central. It would newspaper. However, that is only
because it does fulfill the basic re- be a shame tq see its existence part of what students learn from
quir~ment of any newspaper: it in- jeop~di~ed by those who dislike The Observer.
forms readers about the news. reading it. My advice to Mr. Brown
Printing
a
"practice"
-What other campus publication and. o_t~ers . who share his - newspaper as Brown suggested
covers news to the extent The pessimistic attitude is this: If you would not even begin to afford
Observer does? Who will inform don't like it, don't read it. No one students the kind of learning exstudents about tuition increases, asks you to and no one expects periences they can get from a
campus publication like The
campus crime, and University you to.
Observer.
sporting events? What about the
I know that when Observer ·
various advertisers who use the
reporters dig for facts they are
paper? How will they reach
Scott Hatcher treated by many administrators,
students and others on campus?
Student with smiles on their faces. as inProfessor Brown's app~ent inTo the editor:

will

-I
attempt to be short and to
tne point in reply to Professor
James R. Brown's letter to the
editor of Jan. 24. This is contrary
to my. temptation to meet his
needling comments with equal
snideness.
I was a section editor when this
paper went under its former
name, the Campus Crier. From
this point of view, I would like to
clear up a few things.
The Observer is a student-run
newspaper. This means that The
Observer is staffed by persons
who have more than a full-time
job just keep keeping up with
other studies. I am surprised that
an alleged educator, such as Mr.
Brown, would not realize this and

have more compassion for struggling students.
This is not a professional staff;
the majority of the staff doesn't
get paid for -the task of running
around campus, getting information that is of interest to the student populace. There is no compensation for the long night hours .
of typesetting, proofreading, cutting and pasting, when their sight
is already blurred from doing
english papers and reading
political science texts, other than
the hope that some day they will
be prepared for a career in communications.
·
The last time I checked this is a
free country. and citizens are not
bound to a single "approved"
publication. If someone doesn't
like the quality of a newspaper, in- .
stead of calling for it's banish-

In response to this being the last
year of Lipsync, a couple of comments on the way it is handled.
I personally think Lipsync is a
great idea. It's fun. it puts people
into a spotlight they would otherwise never be in. and if the act is
good, it's great for the audience.
I think the major problem with
Lipsync here at ·s chool is it's been
made into too big a production.
My God, with all the posters.
displays, ads. etc. around campus
you'd think Lipsync was the second coming of the big guy
upstairs. You .get all this interest
generated, making it look more
like Broadway than McConnell
Auditorium, and the people are
going to think twice before signing
up. In short, the fun of what Lipsync can be, is replaced by the
facade of professional show
business. C'mon - this is not La
cage aux folles.

A suggestion, instead of deep
sixing Lipsync altogether, _ just
tone it . down. It definitely should
not be the biggest thing to hit Central each year. My gosh, nearly
Thursday, January 31, 1985

M. Scott Brown
Student

-------------------------------------to this, I will have to conclude that

ment, doesn't it seem logical to
just switch? I suggest, Mr. Brown,
that you patronize the Seattle
Times or the Yakima HeraldRepublic~ There the staff is able to
devote full time to the newspaper
- and they even get paid for it!
(Even then, the Herald often contains more typos than our
Observer.)
If you can't tolerate simple
typos and judgmental errors in·
the name of the learning process, I
suggest you _find another line of
work.
Mr. Brown, you claim that this
learning tool should be discontinued. Do you h~ve the production journalism experience that
gives you the knowledge of the inputs and outputs of a worthy
publication? If you don't provide
Observer readers with the answer

To the editor
To the editor:

competent. How do they, or even
Mr. Brown in all his infinite
wisdom, expect the students to
put out a paper of any worth when
they are refused facts of any
significance.
Might I add that even professional, metropolitan newspapers
are not free of typographical an~
_grammatical errors. The Observer
-does not pretend, nor should it be
expected by others, to be error
free. The Observer is a laboratory
paper. Which means it is there for
students to learn from. Should
they give up learning and quit
putting out a paper all together?
What would this accomplish?
Why do people in~ist on forgetting, or ignoring, the positive
aspects of The Observer. Certainly they cannot be so blind as not to
see them. I shouldn't have to point
them all out.
As for Brown. a professor of his
standing should be the last to advocate the end of a learning experience like The Observer.
His supposed concern with student learning is poorly expressed
in his letter.
-

you were simply .spouting off at
the mouth.
·
If you have a complaint with the
quality of The Observer, why not
go to Bouillon Hall after work
Tuesday night and help with ·the
typesetting and proofreading, so
you can see what newspaper journalism is all about.
I, for .one, appreciate the service
that The Observer provides. I'm
sure the majority of my peers
would agree that we would be
much more ignorant of current
campus events if it weren't for this
newspaper.

R. Wade Cole
Student

Copy must be typewritten,
double-spaced, ahd include the
name, address and phone number
of the writer. Letters not meeting
these requirements will be considered for publication as space
allows.
·

You didn't disappoint me. True
every bar in Seattle has some sort to your incompetent form, you
of lipsync contest every week. botched two words in my letter in
There you go. have four or five the 24 January -issue: It's "The
Lipsyncs per year, perhaps at the Observer and forinerly The Camlarger dances.
pu~ Crier... " not .. formally." And .
No more BO"x 50" posters in the associate is spelled just so, not
The English 301 Exemption Examinacafeteria. Just a mention or two assosiate .. ,
tion
for Winter Quarter, 1985 will take
on the posters that advertise the
I'm pleased you make the case
place
on Feb. 12, 1985 beginning promptl
dances. Have winners at each in- against yourselves So effectively
dividual Lipsync, and then at the and publicly.
. at 9 a.m. L & L 415. Here are some proend of the year have one big one.in
Of course, if you do as I sug- cedures that will employ:
the auditorium, for the champion- gested in that letter, there will be
ship.
no subsequent issues in which to 1. Students should pre-register with the
Lipsync is essentially a fun print this one - which would be a departmental secretary by noon on the day
preceding the examination.
thing to do where people reason for great satisfacti9n.
,- 2. Students must qualify for the exshouldn't be afraid they won't live amination by having completed English
up to the expectations of others.
Exasperatingly,
101 with a grade of "B" or ~tter. Students
As it is now you gotta be M.J.
James R. Brown, Jr. exempted from English 101 also qualify.
himself to please the audience.
Chair and Associate Professor 3. Students must show proof of indentiTake these suggestions and I
ty (driver's license or any other piece ofinthink you'll see the illness that
dentification with -a picture}.
has taken over Lipsync slip into
4. Only students currently enrolled in
remission.
classes will be allowed to sit for the exDeadline change: Letters to the amination.
editor must be turned in by noon 5. The examination is offered only once
on the Monday prior to publica- each quarter.
Thomas Mailey tion. The deadline has been 6 . .. To qualify for exemption from English
Drummer for Morris Day and changed from the Friday deadline
301. students must earn an "A" on the exAppolonia in an effort to make response to amination.
Lipsync '85 The Observer easier.
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WSL:

Proposing change in Oly~pia

By LYNNE MORGAN
Staff Writer

T

he Washington . Student Lobby (WSL) is
supporting several of
the proposed Washington State
Senate bills that, if passed, would
affect college students throughout
the state.
Included in these bills are
Senate Bill 3132, which will permit increased funding for financial aid, and Senate Bill 3133,
which will provide increased
membership on the Board of
Trustees for regular state colleges
and The Evergreen State College.
If passed, Senate Bill 3134 will
allow installment payments of tuition and fees on state campuses.
For community colleges, Senate
Bill 3139 will increase tuition and
fee waivers awarded, and Senate
Bill 3141 will modify tuition and
fees.
Senate Bill 3142 will modify tui·
tion and fees for state universities.
All of these bills started in the
Senate Committee on education.
"We have many people from the
student lobby appointed to
various educational committees
that were set up over the
summer," said Jeff Morris, WSL
state represen~tlve.
the issues that we've had to propose on our own in the past have

been adopted by committees,
which include iegtslators. The
proposed bills are also being backed by these legislators," he said.
Each of the six WSL member
schools (Central. Eastern,
Western, WSU, UW and
Evergreen) send interns to Olympia to work as lobbyists, interacting with all' the different
representatives and senators, said
Mark Johnson, chairman of Central's WSL chapter. "They testify,
support our bills and meet with
the representatives. senators, and

th~~~v:~~~ ..o~/~~~;~t lobbyists are organized by WSL's full
time executive director. WSL also
employs a lobbyist part-time to
write any bills they wish to propo~e.
The lobbyist writes the bill~:
=:;~gain sP.Tonhsobrsillfor thetmh •
o nson.
e
s are en
introduced to the Senate or House
an.~ referred to a committee."
The issues supported by WSL
are decided at the WSL monthly
board meetings. We get input
from our campuses and discuss
what students need and want, and
what's in their best interests,"
said Johnson. "There are three
board members from each school.

The meetings are held at a dif- to a bill unlike a letter that can be
ferent school each month."
mailed ~y day. The intern& work with their · WSL plans to have a
W~L chapters, Johnson said.
"representative map" in the SUB,
What they do is they shoot all Johnson said. The map, shaped
the information they get back to like Washington state, will feature
the chapter. Thechapterthenacts its representatives photographs
on this information to organize placed in their area of legislation
·s upport for the bills," he said. along with their address, phone
"The interns introduce the bills, number, and information on their
we're the grass roots. We blast background.
things through."
. _
J0h
said C
al' WSL The representative map lntorms
nson
entr s
students
of
who
their
chapter makes a p 0 i t f k
i g
n
eep n representative is, and how to write
students informed of its progress or contact them if they choose to
w~Wet~~l~~~:lc~~1t11~~!~:~ s!~~~;; support a bill.
said Johnson. "One is our Bill"On Friday's and weekends,
tracking chart, which shows the WSL sponsors field trips to
.progress of bills through the Olympia to meet with the
:Senate and the House."
legislators and to observe the
"We also plan to have a hot-line process
of
legislation.
like we did last year," Johnson Transportation is free," Johnson
said. •• We use our phone lists and said.
telephone trees to get as many
people to contact their legislators
WSL was originated four years
on the hot-line toll-free number.
It's just one way to show the ago; the Central chapter formed
legislators that the students are the same year. Each chapter has
concerned with a bill that's in four officers, who are elected at a
committee. It's a -very effective business meeting, usually during
tool ••
spring quarter. Offices include
·
chairman~ vice-chair. secretary,
Johnson said the hot-line-gives and treasurer. Positions are held .
immediate response and support for one year.

°

Legislature proposes stricter
admission ·standards
OLYMPIA. WASH. (UPI}

Another move is underway in
the Legislature to tighten grade
requirements for admission to
state colleges and universities.
Sponsors of a bill to raise the
minimum entry standatds said
Monday it would be an incentive
for students to achieve better
grades in high school.
Rep.
Jay
Vanderst<?ep,
R-Chehalis, and Ways and Means
Chairman
Dan · Grimm,
D-Puyallup, said there is no
rhyme or reason to the existing
admission requirements.
At a news conference, they conceded that as many as one-fourth
of the entering freshmen at
Washington State University
would not have been admitted
this . school year if the proposed
standards were in effect.
Proposed standards in their bill
(HB 170) would take effect in
1987,.
Students admitted to the state's
four regional universities and The
Evergreen State College would
need a high school grade pont
average of 3.06.
The entrance requirement for
Washington State University
would be 3.22 and for the University of Washington it would be
3.38.
No grade point average would
be required for entrance to community colleges, but students
transferring from community col·
leges to the other . institutions
would be required to show a grade
point average of at least 2. 7 for
their community college work.
"We're not challenging
Page 4 - The Observer

stuaents to a sutllcient degree if
their goal is to attend college,"
Vanderstoep said.
Under the bill, the -state universities would have a tolerance band
of 7 .5 percent of their enrollment
for admitting students who do not
meet the established standards.
Vanderstoep said it's possible
the tolerance band could be expanded to 10. per cent.
''The intent is to allow that band
to be used for equal opportunity,
disadvantaged or other special
case students," he said.
The legislators said there has
been a tendency for the schools to
admit as many students as they
can so they can maintain a higher .
degree of state support.
Grimm said the proposed standards may have an impact of increasing enrollment at communi- :
ty colleges but he is prepared to ·
vote for additional funding for 1
community colleges if necessary.
Another feature of the bill would ·
establish a central point for
students to submit their applications.
Applications · received by the ·
state Council for Post-Secondary
Education would then be forwarded to the or universities to which
the student requested admission.
The individual universities
would still have the choice of
which- students were admitted
although only one application inNew Board of Trustees member Bruce Wilkes
stead of several would be reMoses Lake businessman Bruce last year, but was defeated.
quired.
ilkes has been appointed to .the
A similar bill introduced last
entral
Board of Trustees by Wilkes will replace Dr. Harold L.
year failed to emerge from the
overnor
Booth Gardner.
Tracy, whose position was not
House Higher Education Commit·
Wilkes,
-a
Democrat,
rein
for
the
·
confirmed by the Senate. Tracy is
·tee because of opposition from col13th District legislativ~ position also from Moses Lake.
lege administrators.
hursday, January 31, 1985
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''Park at Midrught'' is the title of this photograph taken by C.J.· Nelsen.
-

.Win11ar'•· FRESH
Ends February 9, ·1.9 85 ·
Load Up Now!

For ·the freshest, friendliest milk,
you don't have to go far.

Winegar'•
419 W. 15th 925-1821

1111111"'-

Close to campus

DE NON
r-.Nakamichi

maxell TDK
0

All C-90 Cassettes Reducedl
Denon DX-3
2.29
Denon DX-4
2.69
Denon DX-7
2.69
Denon DX-8
3.19
TDK SA
2.39
Maxell UDXL·ll
2.39
Maxell UDXL-llS
2.79
Nakamichi SX
3.79

- Featuring .

9:30 p.m. till 1:30 a.m.
Monday-Saturday ·

· Coming in February (all month)

LIP SYNC CONTEST
408 N. PEARL, ELLENSBURG 962-2830

Every Sunday night
1700 Canyon Rd

Thursoay, January 31, 1985

PRIZESI
925-9801
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Foundation sells Arabian ranch for $510,000
ByDONDOWIE
Staff Writer
An Arabian horse ranch given to the
Central Foundation last October has been
sold, and will ultimately generate over
$500,000 for the university. ~d former
foundation Vice-President Larry Lium.
The ranch and 28 Arabian horses were
donated by Mr. and Mrs. Verne Reynolds of
Meridian, Idaho. The foundation sold the
property last November for $510,000.
Lium said annuity payments will be
made to the Reynolds' by the foundation.
and the extra money will be placed in a

charitable trust fund that will mature in 20
years. At maturity it will gross as $606.000
or more.
"Possibly four or five scholarships will
be awarded with the money, and the
balance will go to miscellaneous university
interests," Lium said.
The donation was made possible in part
by Lawrence Langford, an Idaho realestate agent who specializes in finding
land for charitable donation.
Lium said that Langford works closely
with the Central Foundation. and helped
set up a previous donation near Boise,

Idaho.
The ranch is a .;quality place," said
Li um.
"We are considering an offer on one of
the horses for $60,000," said Lium. "We
believe this price may be too low."
Lium said the sale of the ranch was
structured so that the foundation receives
the base value of any assets sold, and any
profit goes to the new owner.
According to Lium, the Reynolds'
wished to make a contribution, and the
Central Foundaton gave them the
Qpportunity.
•

The foundation, an independent
organization that invests funds for the
' university, hopes to receive $2 million in
gifts this year.
"We have $1.5 million right now," said
Lium. "Fifty percent is in trust, and 50
percent is available for immediate use."
"We need to plan for the future and trust
funds help us to do this," he said.
Lium said that when foundation began,
a gift of $100 was good.
"After that, $1000 became a good gift.
People began to see that the university was
a worthwhile place to donate money. Now
we have gifts like the ranch,'' he said.

Lottery questioned
OLYMPIA WA (lIPI)

Legislation to eliminate the
state's on-line lottery game with
its weekly $1 million drawing was
offered Tuesday by Senate Ways
· and Means Chairman Jim
McDermott.
"The on-line numbers games
are an open invitation to
organized crime to set up shop in
Washington state,'' McDermott .
said. "Law enforcement experts
know it is not a question of if
illegal activities show up, but
simply a matter of when."
One of his bills would prohibit
the State Lottery Commission
from operating games involving
electronic terminals after June
30, 1987. The second bill would
restrict hard sell lottery

advertising and increase the
state's share of lottery ticket sales
to at least one-half the available
revenue. The state's current share
is 40 percent:
"We've got to draw the line
while we still can,'' McDermott
said.
''Otherwise, it is just a
matter of time before the
increased
costs
of
law
enforcement and growing
atmosphere of criminal activity
brought on by organized crime
will
outweigh even
the
momentary quick fix which
lottery revenues have provided.''
The measures are scheduled to
be formally introduced and given
a bill number later this week.

.

UNIVERSITY PETS
Fur, Feathers and Fins
New Owners
.
Matt And Cheryl Kaufman .

:·:

*FREE FREE FREE FREE*
ASCWU

Proudly Presents

"COME SEE OUR SPARKLE"

TESTAMENT
Monday through Friday 12:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Saturdays 10:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

.962-2467

307 North Pine

A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE

An indepth., look at the
lives of a Californian
family the day after
a nuclear holocaust.

HAPPY HOUR
5-7 p~m. Monday through Friday
60oz. Pftchers - $ 1.75
WATCH FOR NEW NAME-.
COMING NEXT WEEK

111 W. 3rd

Thursda·y, January 31st
7 p.m . .
SUB BALLROOM
You can bring your own pillow or sit in the
chairs provided. A small group discussion
will follow.

925-4602

* FREE FREE F·REE · FREE*
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Affirmative Action works for equality
BySYMANTHASTEELMJ\N
Staff Writer
Central's AffinD:ative Actfon·· 'i>rogram
~ures the· educational and employment

needs of Central students and employees.
The assurance of employment of
minorities and women at all levels of the
work force where deficiencies exist is a
necessary step in overcoming discrimination. Affirmative Action also provides
equal employment opportunities for Vietnam and disabled veterans, the handicapped: and persons between the ·ages of 40
and 70.

.

The program follows a standard policy
Jones said goals and timetables must be
on equal employment opportunity to all set by the Affipnative Action Program and
persons 'on the basis of mertt without ' university departments to overcome any
regard to race, creed, color, religion, inadequecies in the empolyment of
marital status, age. national origin, or the minorities and women. Thls is based upon
prescence of any physical, sensory, or their availability according to census data.
mental handicap. This policy also applies
The program also provides services that
~o the extension of student services.
deal with the needs of handicapped
students, problems of discrimination. and
Affirmative Action Director Jerry Jones sexual harrassment.
said he is responsible for updating the proThe Affirmative Action office is located
gram's policies in order to meet social ex- in Edison Hall, rm. 106.
pectations, which are reflected through
Nancy Pope, Affirmative Action's new
the courts and external agencies such as director. will take over its administration
the Department of Labor and Education.
Feb. 2.

#
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Director Jerry Jones
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NEW&USED

202 E. FOURTH
962-2375

. ;~~:EXPERl.ENCE ~~·.-·h~. ~
- THE SIGHTS

t/

YOU DON'T NEEP A
SCHOLAR- SHIP

-AND SOUNDS
OF JAZZ !

TO BE IN ARMY ROTC

Orchesis - Jazz Band ,
February 1 & 2, p.m. ·
-...Mccohnell "'.A uditorfum

:a

,.. ··}-,.,....··'(".'

~;

.~~.,-~
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Tickets available af

4

sHAPBW's, n the Plaza ·

Better ~.Life

111 West 6th

Natur~Foods

But they're available-, and waiting
for you. If you're looking for a·
challenge or just trying ,to find a
way.to help pay for college .... we've
got it, and so will you.
Interested? Stop by Peterson Hall,
·room 202, or give us a call at(509)

963-.3s1a.

L

~

CWU ARlfl!Y ~j
ROTC ~/

·
92 2505
5-

·'We take special care in controlling our herb and spice
inventory to offer you the finest product attainable at
the lowest prices ..''

YARLSBURG CHEESE
Reg.$3.79 Sale $2.99
FRE.SH GROUND
PEANUT BUITER
Reg.$1.49 Sale $1.29

Your Family Mo11ie

·"'6

E~ter_tainment

Center

9'.

OVER 50 VARIETIES
OF HERBAL TEA
Monday through Thursday 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Fridays 9:30 to 4 p.m. Sundays Noon to 4 p.m.
Thursday. January 31, 1985

'COME IN AND EXPLORE .....
505 N. Pine -

925-9657
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Cutbacks may hit higher education
resistance to keep most of them
from occuring.

By JENNIE JONSON
News Editor

Higher education may face
another round of cutbacks in the
next Congressional session,
according to a recent National
Education Association report
(NEA).
The initial consensus of NEA is
that although the cutbacks may
be attempted, pro-education
forces will provi~e enough

Reagan is expected to propose
budget , cuts in the area of ...
higher education.
(NEA report)
The report claims that afthough
President Reagan was re-c=;lected,
the House of Representatives did
not gain the working majority
needed to give the cutbacks the
necessary support for passing.

Reagan is expected to propose loan fees.
budget-cuts i~ the area of
Many of the higher education
domestic social programs, such as programs are up for renewal by
higher education, in order to close Congress next year.
steep federal deficit.
The Higher Education Act,
which provides federal funds for
Higher education may see public educational programs, will
warined-over proposals from past expire in Septemher of 1985. It's
Congressional sessions that renewal is expected to receive
would promote cuts in student aid strong support in Congress due.to
eligibility, consolidate grant the strong ranking of pro-public
programs, the reduction of loans education supporters among its
and rewards, and the raising of members.

Cenrtal vocal jazz album released
A new double album of jazz and financial aid for Central
classics, performed by Central students.
Washington University's awardThe two-record album, "In A
winning vocal jazz ensemble and
Mellow
Tone," sells for $12.95,
jazz band, is now on sale in
payable
to the CWU Foundation.
Ellensburg, at Dean's, Stereocraft
Moawad ts handling mail orders,
and the CWU Store.
at $14.45 including postage and
handling, through his faculty office,
Hertz Hall 118, telephone
· According to Central jazz direc- 963-1566.
tor John Moawad, all proceeds
beyond expenses are earmarked
Moawad ts proud of the "allfor jazz performance scholarships

local" product, recorded at
Ellensburg' s Creative Fire Recording studio, with album cover
designed by local artist Glen
Bach, at Central's media production services.

the ·album. Recorded in 1984,
both records headline the talents
of Moawad's vocal ensemble and
jazz band, both top prize-winners
at last spring's West Coast Col-

Tunes made famous by Count
Basie, Duke Ellington, Buddy
Greco and Dave Brubeck, as well
as several more recent ballads,
make up the mix ·of a dozen instrumental and vocal selections in

legiate Jazz Festival in Berkeley,
California.
The album was produced with
funds provided by a CWU Foundation loan, and a grant from the
CWU President's Associates.

We are now accepting student applications for

ON THE
FRONT
.

ACCOUNTING
APPRENTICE
PROGRAM
I

LINE~ ...

The Auxiliary Services Accounting Office will
accept applications for the Accounting
Apprentice Program through February 11 ,
1985. Employment applications are available
at the Office of Auxiliary Services, Barge Hall,
Room ,201 during regular office hours .
The Accounting Apprentice will assist the
Accountant in preparing financial statements
and journal vouchers; preparing invoices for
payment; recording payroll, vacation and sick
leave rep·orts; auditing various reports; and
performing other related office duties.
To qualify for the ,Accou.nting Apprentice
Program the applicant must be enrolled as a
full-time student at Central Washington
University during the Academic Year. The
applicant is also required to be an Accounting
Major and have completed Accounting 251 by
the end of Winter Quarter 1985. Legible .
handwriting is essential for this position.
During the Academic Yea~. (Fall, Winter ~nd
Spring Quarters,) the applicant will be required
to work a minimum of 15 hours per week,
Monday through Friday. The applicant must
also be available for work between quarters.
The .apprentice must be able to work ~ull-time
during the summer of 1985. Summer
employment will begin immediately following
Spring Quarter and will end when Fall Quarter
commences. It is essential for all applicants to
be available for employment through Spring
Quarter 1986 to qualify ·for the Accounting
Apprentice Program.

Dr. Margaret Hostetter
Pediatrician
University of Minnesota

A March of Dimes research
grantee, Dr. Hostetter wants
to know how the human
body defends itself against
common bacteria
She will use this knowledge
to stimulate a baby's own
immune system to fight off
infection-all part of the
March of Dimes on-going
fight against birth detects.

·

Preferer:ice will be giver:i to persons who have
had office work experience and have
completed Accounting 350. A 3.00 G,PA or
above is also desired.
·

1

Support the

<fp r:t1!91-9!.QL~

During the Academic Year the hourly rate of
pay will be $4.70 per hour. Compensation
during summer employment -will be the
appropriate Civil Service salary.
If you have any questions please call William
Ericksop at 963-2711 in the Auxiliary Services
Accounting Office.

Auxiliary Services
Accounting Office

.·
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER
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Eight Days
Men's JV Basketball: CWU vs. U
of W, 7 :30 p.m. in Nicholson.

Education Dept. Majors: Meeting.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. in SUB Theatre.
Support Group: Alcohol and Drug
Abuse meeting, 3 ,p.m. - 5 p.m. in
SUB 210.

31

PUblic Relations Student Society
of America: Guest Speaker;
William Wortley from Washington
Natural Gas, 7 p.m. in SUB 214.

Thursday ·

Rodeo Club: Meeting, 7 p.m. - 8
p.m. in SUB 210.

Music:Annual High School String
Days, all day in Hertz Recital.
Campus Ambassado·rs: Meeting. 6
p.m. - 10 p.m. in SUB 208.

Co-ed Swimming: CWU vs. WSU,
all day in Nicholson.

Central Christian Fellowship: 7
Music: Annual High School String
p.m. - 10 p.m. in Barge, Threepenny Days. all day in Hertz Recital.

Women's Basketball: CWU vs.
PLU, 5 p.m. in Nicholson.

Performance: Orchesis & Stage
Band, 8 p.m. in McConnell
Auditorium.

Basketball: CWU vs. Seattle
University., 7:30 p.m., Nicholson

Music: Sights and Sounds of Jazz,
8 p.m., McConnell Auditorium.

1
Friday

2
Saturday

3

Wrestling: CWU vs. Simon Fraser,
7:30 p.m., Nicholson.

Wrestling: Washington State Collegiate Championships, all day in
Nicholson.
'

Classic Film: Death in Venice, 7
p.m .. McConnell Auditorium.

Sunday

4

Art Exhibit: Alabama Works on
Paper, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. weekdays
through February 22, Spurgeon
Gallery, free.

Monday

5
Tuesday

6

Christian Camping International:
Interdenominational Group; Six
camps represented. Booths in SUB
204 from 10 a.m. till 2 p.m.
Central Gay Alliance: Meets every
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in SUB 105.
Women's Basketball: CWU vs.
Seattle Pacific, 5 p.m. in Nicholson.
Basketball: CWU vs. Se.a ttle
Pacific, 7:30 p.m. in Nicholson . .

Wednesday

7

Wrestling: CWU ·vs. North Idaho
CC, 7:30 p.m., Nicholson.

Association for Computing
Machinery:
5 p.m., Bouillion
117.

Central Today: Guy Solomon is
host, 7:25 a.m., KNDO-TV (Channel 3, 23).

Faculty
Recital:
Sidney
Nesselroad, baritone, 8 p.m. in
Hertz.

Central Today: Guy Solomon is
host, 7:25 a.m., KNDO-TV.

Ski Trip: Snoqualmie Pass, call
963-3537 for information.

Music: The Best of Music,
presented by MENC, 8 p.m. in
Hertz.

Thursday

Poet To Appear

Financial Aid

The William 0. Douglas Honors
College and Central Washington
University presents William Stafford, Poet and Author of "Writing
the Australian Crawl: A Method of
Creative Writing.", will be speaking openly to the public February
11, 4 p.m. in the Hertz
Auditorium. No charge for Admission.

Financial Aid Forms are
available in the Office Financial
Aid, Room 206, Barge Hall.
Financial Aid Forms datereceipted by April 1 at Berkeley
will receive priority consideration.
Those date-receipted after April 1
will be reviewed for financial aid
on remaining fund balances. For
further details on financial aid
programs, contact the Financial
Aid Office.

Scholarships

An excellent selection of
Placement Center
scholarships for 1985-86 is posted
on the bulletin board by the
Financial Aid Office, Room 209,
Campus interviews by business
Barge Hall. For further informafirms
are continuing. Sign up
tion, contact the Financial Aid Ofschedules
are posted a week
fice, Barge 206.
before the arrival of the recruiter.
Thursday. January 31, 1985

The following interviews will be Lake, Oregon Caves, Warm Beach
for Ernst Hardware, Lamont's of Camp, Camp Orkila or Hidden
the Pay 'n Save Corporation, Valley Camps.Interviews for
Keller
Supply
Company, Crater Lake and Oregon Caves
Weyerhaeuser Pre-screening for will be February 7th and 8th. Appeople with Accounting or Com- plications are available at the Stuputer Science minor. Also there dent Employment.
are Summer Camp staff positions,
Other jobs on a national basis
military recruiting, School are also available. For best selecdistricts recruiting, and Grad .tion contact Student Employment
School Recruiting which offers Office at 963-3008.
programs in Language and
Humanities.
Job Search
Korean Art
workshop for Teachers will be
January 29 - 31 at 3 p.m. in Black
Hall 108. So hurry into the Career
Art works from contemporary
Planning and Placement Center in
Korean
artists will be on display at
Barge 105.
Central Washington University's
Sa,rah Spurgeon Gallery from
Summer Employment
January 28 - February 22.
"Korean Art on Paper" features
drawings, paper construction
Applications for summer jobs pieces and works from handmade
are now in for work at Crater Korean paper.
The Observer - Page 9
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SUPPORT GROUP
For Alcohol
And Substance Abuse

DAD'S DINER
Now open Saturdays
9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
• Look for our daily specials
• Homemade soups and:chowder
• Across· from McConnelJ
Open Monday · Friday, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
925-4650

INDIVIDUAL •
EXERCISE PROGRAM
FOR WOMEN ONLY

•Tan_ning Bed!

A place for students to come for Information,
education, and support with regard 'to
alcohol and drug use.
lhe Place: SUB 210
The Time: 3 • 4:30 p.m.
Tha Day: Thursday
All Quarter
Facilitator: Chip Fried
For Information call: 963-1391
Sponsored by tha Dean of Students Office
and Bacchus

• Exerc)se Equiprrientl
•Floor Exercise
•Aerobics

Monday-Saturday

13od Worl"'\s

• 305 N. Pin

Cl~sifieds~~~~~~
Got

something

to

say?
Say It with The Observer Per·
sonal/Classlfled section.Only
$11 (25 word maximum). Per·
sonal and Classlfled should be
submitted to Travis Bemrlt·
ter,
Personal/Classlfled
manager, In Bouillon Hall,
Room 235 IJetween 1·3 p.m.,
Wednesday ~nd Thursday.
Items should be In written
form, not more than 25 words
In length/ and be a~com·
panled by $1.

SPORTING EQUIPMENT
Women's red ski boots. Size 7,
$30. 962-8411.

SERVICES

INSTRUMENTS

MISCELLANEOUS

Child Care, every Friday and
Saturday, 6:30-10:30 p.m., only
$3, family discounts, movies like,
Star Wars, snacks, Brooklane
Village. 925-5205.

Trumpet, BENGE-Claude Gordon
model. Great for jazz or legit.
Awesome condition and priced to
sell. Call Dave 963-1812.

The TWANGBABIES smash
cassete EP (including their hit
"Winnebago Weekend") is now
on available for ·your purchase at
The University Store and ACE
Records.

Alpine Hot Wax: Only $4.00, call
962-8990 ask for Brad. Also edge
work and base work available.

Child care, by nurse and mother,
days, evenings, $1.25 hour.,
discounts for regulars and
families. Drop ins welcome.
925-5205

. ·''''•.
4'"'"'""'·
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
-'"'"""'""·

9'"''''''''''''

""'""""".
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~.9,,,?.,•'

PERSONALS
D.B., Thanks for a wonderful 14
months. I couldn't have made it
without you . Love ya, P.J.
Hi Mom. Happy Birthday!
Love
your
wonderful,
exceptionally talented, humble·
daughter Heather.

Typing: theses, term papers and
reports. 10 years experience. Low
cost. Call Jean, 925-2513, after
noon.

York weight bench $45. Small
manual typewriter $15. Magnavox
AM/FM stereo 8-track record
system $35. Call 962-6114.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
"''"""""'"'·
''''''''''''''''''''
''''''''''''''''''''
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1
''''''''''''''''''''
9,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

WANTED: A place to live or a new
_ roommate for spring quarter.
962-8411.

QUESTIO.NS?

Happy Birthday Dad!
Lots of Love, You're wonderful
editing daughter Heathe! .

Mike Caine - President
Mon - Thu, 12 - 2 p.m.

Jeff Morris - External Director
Mon, 12 - 2 p.m.

Lisa Mollett - Internal Director
Mon - Fri, 8 - 9 a.m.

Daren Hecker - Finance Director
Mon • Thu, 3 - 5 p.m.

Joe Dixon - Activities Director
Tue & Thu, 12 - 1 p.m.

The BOD office is
located next to the
SUB cat ateria .
963-1691
Page 1 o - 1ne uoserver
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APARTMENTS
Campus Village Apartments 925-E
·18th (behind gym). 1 bedroom
with 5 spacious closets, $250
month. 2 bedroom standard,
$280. 2 bedroom kingsize, $295.
All apartments equiped with
dishwashers, air conditiong. Some
apartments furnished. Call the
new managers at, 925-1855.

•• TUITION FREEZE
••
••
••
:•
i Legislative Hotline

r~~·-----------..t..
.

BOD OFFICE HOURS

WATERBED DEN, waterbeds and
accessories, 309 North Pearl,
· behind the Art of Jewelry. Open
afternoons. 925-9560.

:
••
••
••·
••
••
••
:•
•••
•••
••
:•
••
••

1•800-562-6000

Have an impact on the cost and quality
of your education by calling the legislative ,
hotline. When yoµ do, you will be asked
for the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

name
address
telephone number
bill number(Senate Bill 3142)
a statement for or against
('for' would stabilize tuition)
6. who the message is for
(see representative map in SUB)
Call Friday!
SB 3142 wlll be voted on 'In the Senate Education Committee.

BOD
MEETING
Monday
I
.
February 4th, 2 p.m.
Bouillon, Board of Trustees rm.
1nurs<Jay, January 31, 1985

Devo naQbed the first place award with a rendition

of "Girl u Want.';

C.J. Nelsen/TheObseiVer

Sell-out crowd attends Lipsync
By PERRI BIXLER
Staff Writer

W

hile the winning act of
Lipsync '85 was Devo,
the tribute to Michael
Jackson by The Horn Show, out of
Seattle, stole the show.
.
It was almost as if Michael
Jackson himself was on stage at
McConnell
Auditorium
performing his hits "Billy Jean"
and "Thriller".
A guy known only as Tolliver .
brought the crowd to its feet with
his dancing and interpretation of
"Thriller".
It was obvious that the
competing lipsync groups had put
time and effort into their acts.
All five winning acts displayed
creative talent in their costuming
and special effects.
Devo, in first place, was
performed by Curtis Nettleship,
Adam Lamb; Damon Stuart,
Chanon Southmayd, Tim Wienart
and John Decker.
Southmayd danced to "Girl U
Want" in a p~astic · ball which
slowly inflated on stage. A smokeC.J. Nelsen/The Observer
filled stage made an effective Wham's geriatrfojitterbugg garnered them the fourth pla~e award.
background for the group. They
won a $175 gift certificate from gift certificate for their effort.
A creative version of Wham's and put on their orthopedic shoes
the University Book Store.
Baby CBers took third place and "Wake Me. Up Before You Go Go" to give a hilarious performance.
A member of the B-52 act, a $75 gift certificate in a creative won fourth place and a $50 gift
Fifth place and a $25 gift
dressed as a lobster, was featured rendition of "Convoy" by C.W. certificate for members of the certificate went to Denny
in the second place performance. McCall. Dave Delky, Ray Yerno, group. A geriatric jitterbug was Andrews, Rhett Agn~w. Dave Ball
David Wright. Mike Viss~. Paula Buddy Hamby and William Satak done by Traci Leslie, Kathryn and Les Baer with their act of
Martin, . Steve Moss, Tom Harn donned diapers and took to the Harbolt, Tom Mailey, Krista "New Girl Now" by Honeymoon
and Leslea Henthorn performed stage in tricycles and wagons with Setran, Jackie Fatland and Mark Suite.
Johnson. They grayed their hair
"Rock Lobster" and won a $100 a bunch of teddy bears.
Emcees Steve Tri and Pat
Walker managed to keep the show
running smoothly between acts.
They also gave away T-shirts as
door prizes.
·
Alice Brown, Trina Rice, Jim
Newton and Maurice Hanks were
the card holders who introduced
each act.
Guy Solomon, director of
university relations, dressed in
multi-c<;>lored pants and a bright
yellow shirt, gave the tribute to
the football team.
One special highlight of the
ev~ning was some excellent
breakdancing done during the act
performing
''Mechanical
Emotion" by Morris Day.
1

I

·

C.J. Nelsen/The Observer

C.W. McCall, wrapped in diapers, led his "Convoy" of baby CBers to the third pbice award.
Thursday, January 31, 1985

While Lipsync '85 was the
smallest of the five shows, the
event sold out and McConnell
Auditorium. was full. The ·groups
were creative, the taped music ran
smoothly and the lighting was
good.
About the only thing that went
wrong was the Lipsync '85 sign,
which hung over the stage for the
entire show, almost hit Steve Tri
when it fell during the presentation of the awards.
The Observer - Page 11
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j\PPRENTICE

PROGRAM

Trivia by numbers
Tlie trivia continues. This week, movie
titles.containing numbers are listed below,
except the numbers have been left out.

An on-the-job training program has been designed to increase the
knowledge and experience of the selected individuals. Summer
e'm ployment opportunities will be available for those who
successfully demonstrate acceptable cooking abilities.
QUALIFICATIONS (Minimum)
1. Six months' of quanti~y or commercial cooking experience.
· 2. Currently enrolled as a CWU student with a minimum of 12
(twelve) credits Winter Quarter 1985.
3. Able to work a minimum of twelve hours' per week including
some weekends during the Academic Year.
4. Must have a valid Food Handlers card or be eligible for one.
5. Preference will be given to students currently employed in
Food Services and/or enrolled in Food Management related
classes.
6. Starting wage is $4.40 per hour.

l)Farenhett - - - - -

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
·•
•
•

16)Anne of a - - - - - Days

2)The - - - - - Steps

l 7)Attack of the - - - - - Foot Woman

3) - ...:. - - - Seconds Over Tokyo

18) - - - - - Easy Pleces

Years B.C.

19)The Postman

5)North Dallas - - - - -

6)Miracle on - - - - - Street

7) - - - - -

Brothers

Brides for

- - - - -

8)Cheaper by the - - - - -

9)Plan - - - - - from Outer Space

10)- - - - - Angry Men

ll)The Big Red - - - - -

12)The Dirty - - - - -

13)Summer of - - - - -

Interested applicants can apply at the Scheduling Office in
Holmes Dining Hall. Applications will be accepted until 5:00 pm,
Thursday, January 31, 1985. Let us help you put your talent to
work and money in your pocket.

CWU!Food Services

•
•
•
•
•
•

15)- - - - - Faces of Eve

4)- - - - -

University Food Services is now accepting applications for our
Food Apprentice Program. We rieed qualified students to assist
our professional staff during peak periods, vacations and summer
time activities.

14)A - - - - - Clowns

Always Rings

20)The - - - - - Samurai

•

2 l)Around the World in - - - - - Days

•
•
•
• • •

22)Force - - - - - from Navarone

23)You Only Live - - - - Bond)

(James

24)-:- - - - - Days tn May

ucJoas(v'l :a::>Jm..L(E:'l :o T('l'l :fi1'1l613(1 'l
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WORTHLESS
IF - YOU'RE THIRSTY BUT
ADD SOME OXYGEN AND
YOU ARE IN BUSINESS.

I

It's the same with success! A college
diploma is just a piece of paper unless
you have the proven leadership and
drive to benefit from it. ·
Your ELLENSBURG NATIONAL
GUARD offers you the chance to
develop these skills as well as .as paying
for your education.
Call Dale Angerman at 925-2933 or see
him at the Ellensburg National Guard
Armory on 7th & Poplar, next to the

.SEMES I ER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNERORADVANCED-Costisaboutthe
same as a semester in a U.S. college:$3,480.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition complete. Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
F- 6

Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.

college you attend

your name

your present street address

city

state

If you would like information on future program• give

SPRING SEMESTER - Jan. 30- May 29
FALL SEMESTER - Aug. 29 - Dec . 19
each ·year.
FULLY ACCREDITED-A Program ofTrinity
Christian College.

For full information - send coupon to:

permanent address below.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

your permanent street address

2442 E. Collier S.E., F-6
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

city

Page 12 - The Observer

live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
. enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.

state
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Jazz music, dancing presented
By LORELEY SMITH
Staff Writer
The lights dim, the curtains rise, the audience goes hush. The band blares into action and the dancers fill the stage. Sounds
like a scene from a Broadway musical,
right?
Well, it's close. Tomorrow night and
Saturday night Orchesis Company I, under
the direction of Christie Satnik, and Jazz
Band I. under the direction of John
Moawad, wili put together a performance
that even the most discrmininating audience will enjoy, according to M.oawad.
"We're going to put out one heck of a
product Friday," said Moawad. "We're not
professional, but we're awfully good
amateurs.''
According to both Satnik and Moawad,
Jazz Band I has been collaborating with
Orchesis dancers since 1981. The reason
for the joint effort was to give the Orchesis
dancers the opportunity to perform to live
music as well as to give the musicians the
chance to play for the dancers.
"It's been so successful in past years we
decided it would be an annual event," said
Satnik.
"Sights and Sounds of Jazz" first began
as an informal show in Hertz Auditorum.
It's now a full-scale production in McConnell Auditorium with a larger audience: ·

"I think it's one of the more exciting
shows we do,'' said Satnik. ''The combination of live music and dancers is exhilarattng and quite a bit more challenging."
The show will consist of six dances alternated with ~the · Jazz Band performing
alone.
The dancers have been preparing for this
concert since the beginning of classes last
fall. Since this is the first year Orchesis has
split into two groups, Orchesis Company I
and Orchesis Company II, it's the first solo
- performance for Company I this year.
Two of the six dance::J ·are repertory
pieces from previous jazz shows.
Barbara Graves, original choreographer
for "Valdez in the Country... is rechoreographing the piece again this year.
"It's been great working with the Orchesis group again." said Graves. Graves
is re-choreographing the same piece
because it was such a success two years
ago. Previous video taping is allowing
Graves to change some dance movements
to hopefully sharpen it up.
''I feel the six dancers are very energetic,
positive, and able to carry the theme of the
dance," said Graves.
First-time choreographer Kris Story is
also re-choreographing a repertory piece.
At first. she was hesitant and felt she
might be_taking op a job she wouldn't be

able to handle, but she says she's feeling
quite successful and is looking forward to
choreographing again in the near future.
Jennifer Minnich, choreographer for a
brand new piece feels the experience is
challenging and fulfilling.
The Jazz Band and the Orchesis dancers
work well together as far as everyone involved is concerned. Moawad and Satnik
said they feel they work well together,
there is good communication and they
think there's a sense of genuine professional qual!ty.

"I really enjoy working with Christie
because she is super organized,·· said
Moawad, "and she has empathy towards
the musicians.·'
"I've noticed this year's dancers seem
younger, have polished skills, and a lot of
· exuberance," Moawad said. "They are also
a minor (human) distraction for the male
band members," he chuckled.
According to both Moawad and Satnik
the band and the dancers e~joy working
with one another and that's part of what
make~ the performance such a success.

Support offered to students
wants to discuss in future meetings. According to Thompson, "the group is geared
S_t_aff_W_ri_t_e_r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
toward the students based on their individual
needs."
Two Central graduate students. Larry
Thompson and Catherine Armstead, have
Topics which have already been sugbegun a "College Survival Support Group" gested for discussion are stress and time
for students 25-years-old and over who are management, improving skills, assertion
returning to college to complete their and coping with parenting while attending
education.
school.
The support group hopes to give
All discussions will be kept private and
assistance to students who are trying to no records will be kept. Thompson stressadapt to the college atmosphere by pro- ed that "confidentiality is the foremost
viding a place to meet and discuss their ethical priority within the group."
career or personal goals.
Armstead and Thompson became aware
Being older students and single parents of similar support groups at other colleges
themselves, Thompson and Armstead and felt that there was a need for such a
believe that they can create a casual and group in the Central campus community.
informative atmosphere for those who Older students who've returned to
wish to join the group. The group was in- school within the l~t two or more years .
itiated as part of a course requirement for are especially encouraged to join the suptheir studies in the counseling psychology port group, since they may be able to prograduate program.
vide helpful advice for those older students
The group meets every Wednesday, who have recently returned to college.
7-8:30 p .m. at the CWU Student CounselAny ·questions about the group can be
ing Center. The-first few sessions will be _answered by contacting Armstead,
dedicated to getting to know each other 963-2501, Thompson, 925-4771 or the
and determining what topics the group CWU Student Counseling Center at
963-1391.

By CHRISTINE TYRRELL

VALLEY
BEAUTY·
SCHOOL
February 1 _through 17, 1985

Tresseme

$13.95C011llete

pfRM

EX PIRES 2-28-85

.SALE

(mone~

113 E. HH

ELLEMsquRG

925-6138

.raverJ R.]

CLOSEST DRUGSTORE TO CAMPUS
With
Heard the latest news at DAIRY QUEEN~? It's our tender
Homestyle Double Burger. One-third pound• of 100%
beef that looks, cooks and tastes like
homemade. To top it off, we've added
plenty of golden cheese, fresh lettuce
and a juicy tomato slice. The best
burger and the best price this side
of home!
Try one today at your participating
DAIRY QUEEN\!' BRAZIER"' store.

WE,_.YOU•HT®

•

lifBZ/Bl

Compedtive Prices!

When the cold
and 80 season
hits, ids tillie to
stock up on all
the necessidesjust in case!

Dair1.1
Queen

I.

H~hly

-

COUGH DROPS 25% OFF

Offer Good February 1 through 17, 1985
1101 E 10th - Ellensburg
Thursday, January 31, 1985

.505 North Pine

Rob Cunnin~ham, RPH

925-3133
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Hagar,Zebra put on .gr:eat show
By DOUG WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Sammy Hagar started his Sunday night
assault on Centr-al Washington
University's packed Nicholson Pavilion
with a vicious roar that ceased only after
nearly two hours of continuous vintage
rock showmanship.
Hagar promised the capacity crowd the
longest rock-n-roll show they've ever seen.
Well. it didn •t exactly match Bruce Spr- .
ingsteen's marathon performance of a couple months ago in the Tacoma Dome, but
· the "Little Red Rocker" certainly gave the
audience their money's worth.
Zebra put on an excellent show to start
the evening off. Guitarist/lead singer Randy Jackson was incredibly accurate with
his voice, never missing a note atJ.d never
skipping a chord on his guitar. He showed
off his acoustic guitar playing prowes.q
with a powerful version of ''Who's Behind
the Door;· and his electric guitar abilities
with a powerful version of "The La La
Song."
Zebra ts so reminiscent of Rush, it's hard
not to_draw the parallels. Jackson as well
as Rush's Geddy Lee both have high, piercing voices, and botl;i bands seem to take
their rock· just a bit more serious than

many. It may be only a matter of time
before Zebra start headlining themselves.
The main attraction of the evening. just
as the ticket stub read, was Hagar. From
the opening guitar riffs of "Bad Motor
Scooter.•' to the final chords of an extended version of "Red" (with a grinding adaptation of The Trogg·s "Wild Thing"
thrown in the middle). Hagar's show was a
classic bit of pure live rock-n-roll.
Hagar is a master of working a crowd for
all it's worth. He loves to stop and talk with
the people, read all of the banners and
notes thrown up on the stage. and decorate
various footwear that found their way to
the stage with a can of red spray paint. One
over-zealous fan's shirt and stomach were
even colored with the paint as he climbed
onto the stage for a brief stint in the
spotlight.
The highlight of an evening overwhelmed with highlights was the appearance of
"The Ellensburg Rocker," a nobody who
now may become somebody.
It all started during one of Hagar's frequent pauses in the music to chat with the
audience, hang up another banner provided by the crowd, or affix another bandanna
to his body. One of the notes he read said
"My lifelong ambition has been to rock
with you." It was signed "The Ellensburg

stage. Eventually the imposter was weeded out and the crowd went wild as the real
Ellensburg Rocker. with Hagar's own
guitar, rifled out a great version of Led Zeppelin's "Rock and Roll." He was rewarded
with a hug from Hagar, a standing ovation
from the crowd, and a cold beer from one of
the roadies.
The accompanying light and
pyrotechnic show surprised many. Colored hues of smoke filled the stage. and
oversized sparklers (created by a man from
Ellensburg) lit up the pavilion. to the
delight of the crowd.
Oh the crowd. Some of the people big·
enough. brave enough, or inebriated
enough to squeeze closer and closer to the
stage paid for their exuberance with unconsciousness Ca few women, who were
unceremoniously carted to roomier climes
by stage security), pushing and shoving
(almost enough to make those sitting in
the bleachers motion sick from the
seething back and forth like a choppy
·
swell). and at least one ugly fight. ForSammy Hagar rocked Nichloson tunately. the "one ugly fight" began and
Pavilion Sunday night.
ended before Hagar and the excess
Rocker." Hagar invited him on stage to crowding started.
"jam." but he was faced with a problem.
So Ellensburg got it's yearly fix of rockTwo men, both claiming the title of The n-roll. Thanks to Zebra and Sammy Hagar.
Ellensburg Rocker~ found their ways to the we might just make it to next year.
·

Mid Week Ski Bus
To Snoqualmie ·Passi

Tall dragon? Lost the old fire? Alter a hard day
at class, relax and enjoy an Adeline's study breakl

Bus Leaves Every Wednesday At 3:15 p.m•

..
Ult Ticket a Transportation
For Only $15

Or
$5 For Transportation Only!
Downhill Ski Lessons
.$6 Per 1-Hour Session

University
Recreation
Tent N Tube
963-3537.
Co.me On Down And Enjoy The Funl ·

Adeline's
Attique

. . . . . .. . .
. ... ............
.
·- . .. .. ..
. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..........
...........
.

. .

962-6378

-ecretari

·~s..ervices

~

sunday worship at 9:30 a.m.
lu heran campus ministry
512 n. ruby/925-2844 .
mike sharp-campus minister
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MAIL YOUR PARENTS
OUR BULLENTIN

We'll also leave some room at the
bottom so you can write: "P.S. I
app eciate your prayers but also,
pie· e send money."

.
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Sansational
Savanaas70's

Typing $I /page)

Even if you have partied.

.

,,.

7:30 p.m. T/W KCWU TV2
9:30 a.m. T/TH/F SUB PIT
1977: Mld·East Political
ReconcWatlon Begins
Part II. Carter sworn in. New York City
bl~ckout. Energy crisis worsens. Dutch terronsm. 30 min
·

Ll .

This Sunday, we'll give you an
envelope with postage so you can
assure them that you're still a good
kid, that the radicals have not sucked
you up, that you're attending to
God's word, and that you have not
forsaken the faith.

315 N. Main
962-9982

6 p.m. TIW KCWU TV2
B a.m. T/TH/F SUB PIT
Thomas Dolby:

Live Wlreles

8 p.m. T/W KCWU TV2
.
10 a.m. T/TH/F SUB PlT
Progtessive_new music vid-G •
eos include: top ten countdown. #l club vide~ and
special guests. 60 mm

~

C

~AUDIOPHllll

~oncep~al Video and live footage

0

,

S

mcl~de.s Blinded by Science" and "N

Toy' (Wlth Lene LoVich). 60 min

ew

r~~~~~~~~=nn:;_•••••••••••••••: ·
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6:45 p.m. T/W KCWU TV2
G
·45
a.m.
T/TH/F
SUB
PIT
-id
: .
8·
ustrial sycholo~"'"'·
•.
Dt Ann Howard. ind
P the liberal
•·
with Al'.&T., gives reviews on
: .
15
arts degree. min
• • ••••••• • • • •

AdLuH-

7 p.m. T/W KCWU TV2
g a.m. T/TH/F SUB PIT
.
Cartoon Mama
Rare cartoons from as early as 1911 to
1940. Includes the work ot Windsor
McKay,
.
.one of the. founding fathers of

Car.-roons

9 p.m. T/W KCWU TV2
11 a.m. T/TH/F SUB PIT
The Moth
Futuristic survivors holed up in an underQrC?und garage. From Michael Cohn at ·
Uruv. of Texas/Austin 30 min

··"!l====miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil-------.=..:
9:30 p.m. T/W KCWU TV2
11:30 a.m. T/TH/F SUB PIT
The ShadoW of a Dream
Terry Doran's moving study of Betty Jane
Spencer; a woman who lived through her
own murder. 30 min
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Health-care offered tostudents
By NICK BEAUMONT
Staff Writer
Located just stiuth of the Bassetis and
open all four acedemic quarters to
students carrying a valid Central identificatioi:i card is the CWU Student Health
Center. Providing many services, the SHC
is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Appointments are requested, made in
advance for any examination, from the
limited to the complete physical, which require 15 to 30 minutes and one hour,
respectively. Also offered are allergy shots
for those on an allergy desensitization prdgram, and program monitoring can also be
taken care of by the SHC staff. Family
planning and gynecology services are
available at the Women's Clinic, offering
medical services and counseling. Family
planning counseling is available for men
as well.
For the health conscious, a Self Help Station allows students to check their blood
pressure, temperature, height, weight and
pulse; also offered are information pamphlets dealing with wellness, health risk
appraisal and specific illness.
Operating 1 to 4:30 p.m. Thursdays is a
wart treatment clinic which uses liquid
nitrogen; no appoint~ent necessary, just
walk right in.
All students are checked by one of the
SHC's registered nurses, who also are
available for over-the-phone a8sistance.
All the nurses specialize in a particular
area, and if what help a student needs is
not available, he or she can be seen immediately by a doctor at the health center
or referred to a specialist. A few years ago,
referral to specialists came to be much
easier as more specialists set up shop in
Ellensburg, according to Janet Noyes, SHC

staffer; occasionally in the past, some patients were sent to Yakima for care.
Total clinic activity has risen between
fall 1983 and fall 1984 . Outreach visits
have risen about one-and-a-half times,
from 278 to 664, and residence hall contacts have more than tripled. 190 student
visitors received nutritional counseling
and 74 visits were for eating disorder
counseling, and this sets a new high for
students aided in these areas.
· The SHC offers emergency care, outpatient, laboratory, x-ray, and physical
therapy facilities plus the Self Help Clinic;
emergency cases may enter the emergency doors, and the campus police will provide the necessary transportation at no expense.
The staff includes a full-time physician,
a nurse practitoner, a physicians assistant,
two to three registered nurses, peer
educators, lab and x-ray technologists and
an office staff. _
New staff members include Kay Bills, a
physicians assistant, replacing nurse
pratitioner Sandy Kirschner. Bills is a
1983 Stanford graduate who spent last
year at Planned Parenthood in Yakima.
Janet Nelson, a Michigan State
graduate, is the new x-ray/lab diagnostic
services coordinator, fresh from working
in a lab in the Tri-Cities.
Peggy Irving and Sara MacAvley check the blood pressure of Karl
The SHC fall quarter was involved with
. Don Hemmer/The Observer
two field experience students and four · Edwards at the Student Health Center.
volunteers. There were four work study
students employed . This quarter, there those asked by medical , professionls ly be released to other medical profesare five field experience students, four downtown, and a list of charges is sionals or hospitals with your written permission.
volunteers and three work study students. available in the SHC front office.
The operating costs are paid partly by all
Filing insurance claims is the responRecords will be released to an insurance
students when they pay their tuition after sibility of the student, and Central spnsors firm, your attorney or yourself with your
registration, and charges are made for lab student health insurance as an option.
written permission and payment of a sertests, x-rays, supplies, complete physical The SHC will gladly provide you with in- vice charge; they will not be released to
exams, and women's annual exams. The formation to back up any insurance claim, your family or any other CWU department
charges are, on the average, lower than offering any desired records, which will on- without your perniission as well.

.

Mr•.· G's~

SPEND SPRING BREAK IN SUNNY MAZATLANI
Depart Seattle on Sunday, March 24
Return Friday, March 29

Beverages and Snacks for Your Relaxation time.
•Hoody's Peanuts
$1.09
(in the shell)
1 pound bag salted/unsalted
•Rainer Beer
12 - 16oz. bottles

$4.99

•California Cooler
citrus wine4 - 12oz. bottles

$3.29

•O'Grady's potato chips

$1.19

8th

an~

$422.00 per person based on quad occupancy

Chestnut (Across from Lind Hall) 925-2467

GREEN ·P LANT
SALEI

•

Package includes:
Round trip alrlalr from Seattle to Mazatlan
5 nights hotel accommodations
19Mexlcan hotel tax
Round trip transfers from airport to hotel

Assorted 6 Inch Green Foliage Plants
Reg. 9.98 NOW $7 .98 .
Assorted 4 Inch Green Foliage Plants
Reg. 3.29 NOW $2.29
2V4 Inch Starter Plants
Reg. 9911: NOW 7941:
Assorted Fresh Flower Bouquetsl
From $2.99 to $4.99

•

~

'6flJ M1 w tj •

~ '(fr'

YOUR SOUVENIR T-SHIRT FROM ANOTHER
UNIVERSITY COULD BE ·WORTH A FREE
RIB DINNER!
Take your T-Shirt (other than CWU) to ·University
Pizza & Ribs. If that school isn't already represented,
we'll put your shirt on the wall, and you win a FREE RIB
DINNER! Only 25 T-Shirts will be accepted,so rush over today!
good through Friday 14, 1985.
Manager reserv9s -the right to refuse any unacceptable T-Shirt

PLANT WORLD FLORIST
704 E. 8th 925-1077
(IN THE PLAZA)
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801 J<;uclid Way

925-1111
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Central ·
home for
three
matches
By KEVIN MARTY
Staff Writer
The CWU wrestlers are in the midst of a
tough season. and when the calendar flipS
to February one will find the 'Cats at home
for three meets in five days, beginning
with Simon Fraser tomorrow night. The
close of January shows the Wildcats
holding a 5-2 record.
The Wildcats will host North Idaho Col-.
lege on Feb. 5, before traveling to PLU on
Feb. 6.
The 'Cats racked up four consecutive
wins early in the season, before losing two
straight to North Idaho College and
Washington State . University last week.
But head coach Scott Ricardo is still pleased with thdr performance.
"North Idaho College has a powerhouse

Wrestling
Next ma.t9l;l: Tomorrow against
imon Fraser. Saturday, Central
osts Washington State Colegiate Wrestling Champion. hips.
Recently: Placed 10th in a
17-team tou'.r nament at
Portland State University.

Transfer Morgan leads Central
By KEVIN MARTY
Staff Writer

A

fter seven matches, a junior
college transfer student
this
year
is
leading
the wrestling squad with a 10-1 overall
record (5-1 season), and has a good shot at
qualifying for nationals.
Kris Morgan, a 1982 graduate from Castle Rock High School, who spent two years
at Grays Harbor Community College.
wrestles for the Wildcats at the 150-pound
weight class. He has pinned three opponents and ·outscored all opponents
49-31.
"I take the matches one at a time,"
Morgan said. "I wrestle as hard as I can.
but don't try to hurt people. I just want to
win.".
At Grays Harbor, Morgan rece~ved three·
awards, including outstanding school
wrestler, the O.R. Austin Award, and the
Mike Hogaboam Inspirational Award - ·
,
•
given in memory of Hogaboam, who Central s. Kris Morgan has won
wrestled at' Grays Harbor and Central . out~tand1ng wrestler awar<!-s
before he died in an automobile accident in ·against Big Bend and PLU this
February two jears ago.
season.
At Central he has won two outstanding
wrestler awards in competition against Big In season play. Morgan won his first
Bend Community College and Pacific match over Luis Vella of Eastern
Lutheran University' this year.
Washington Univer~ity by an 11-6 deci"My high school coach at Castle Rock, sion. Morgan didn't compete in their seJim Bair, has had a great influence on my cond match ~gainst .Big Bend. but in their
wrestling career. I think the wrestling third meet Bill Bloom of PLU lost a tight
coaches and training staff at Central are . decision to Morgan 5-2.
excellent. I really enjoy it here,'.' Morgan The 'Cats then took on No. l, nationally said.
ranked Simon Fraser in a tournament at

PLU, where Morgan had an easy time, winning on a technical fall (20-5) over Al
McDonnell.
Morgan pinned his next opponent at
home against PLU, upping his record to .
9-0.
Last week the wrestlers met two tough
teams at North Idaho College and
Washington State University. turning
their 5-0 record to 5-2. Morgan suffered his
first defeat against North Idaho in a 0-8
major decision.
"Against North Idaho we weren't
prepared. It was a long ride and we weren't
intense by the time the match began. We
worked hard and picked up intensity
against WSU, and did much better. We
need to work on our skills,'' Morgan said.
The 'Cats traveled to Portland State
University last weekend where Morgan
placed second bettering his chances for a
national spot.
Morgan feels the setbacks suffered by
the 'Cats doesn't hurt their moral.
"We have a strong team, with a lot of
potential. We need to get healthy and stay
in shape. We've got some work to do still
before we really click together,'.' Morgan
said.
.
Morgan hopes to coach wrestling someday.
"I am undecided in my major still. It will
probably be in education, and I want to
coach wrestling someday. But I take things
on a day to day basis. My main goal is to
compete in nationals and win it," Morgan
aaJ

tionals. He was also named Wrestler-ofSaturday Central hosts !}le_sixth ann'!31 .- year .he..;..~1ll . co~pete in the 150-pourfH
the-Week for the Wildcat squad.
.Washington State .C.<:>llegiat~ Champic)n·,.-..:. c~tegory. .. :::.:~·--=-•.-"
,~
• - - - - - - - - - ·.- ·.- - - - - _ . .. "Morgan placed second in the tourna- · ship, in fill~; 1- -mr1
I ·. ·c · ~ Phil Anthony-~Pacific Lutheran Unive~
wrestling team. They are very good," ment," Ricardo said. "If you place in this Nicholson Pavilion. WSU is the defending sity won ·the 126-pound weight class last
Ricardo said. "This was our best competi- tournament, you automatically go to na- champion of this tournament. The year, but is in the 134-pound. weight
tion all year. and we could have beat them. tionals. It was a top-notch tournament. Cougars have won it three out of the last bracket this year.
They are just better skilled at this time. which b~ought great talent. (Mark) Peter- five times, including last year. Central cap·
Mike Dotson of WSU will accompany
Against WSU we did very good. I'm happy son and (Randy) Penrose were close to tured it the other two occasions.
Morgan in the 150-pound division, attempwith the matches, the score doesn't in- placing. but fell short. But there's still a
"We invite every team in the state," ting to protect his title. while teammate
dicate how well we did."
chance for our wrestlers to qualify for na- Ricardo said, "the winner·of this tourna- Wendell Ellis will be back to try to regairi.
Last weekend Central attended a tionals at the district meet."
ment is the best in the state."
his heavyweight crown.
17-team tournament at Portland State
Ricardo dropped the varsity out of its
The tournament is filled with talented
The 'Cats have four wrestlers in the
University, in which highly-regarded scheduled meet with Big Bend Community wrestlers.
teams such as Oregon State University, College last Tuesday and substituted CenIn the super heavyweight division, Bob lineup with records above the .500 mark.
Morgan is 12-3, and has collected 81
Cal Poly-San L~is Obispo, WSU, Portland tral's-junior varsity squad.
Molle from Simon Fraser is an Olympic
State, University of Oregon, North Idaho
"We need a week to workout, and the silver medalist, and he carries an 11-0 points, while allowing 54 to his opponents.
He has pinned three.
College, Southern Oregon State College, time to work on skills to prepare for Simon record this year.
and Simon Fraser University attended.
Fraser in an NAIA home meet that will
There will also be four returning chamMark Peterson at 126 is 8-3. He has pinn"This was a good chance to compete have our best lineup wrestling," Ricardo pions out to defend their titles. Kris ed one opponent and collected 97 points to
against Pac-10 schools, to prepare us for continued. "We are catching up to other Morgan, now of CWU, won Outstanding his foes' 37.
NAIA nationals," said Ricardo.
teams who started in October. whereas we Wrestler-of-the-Tournament honors in takAt the unlimited division. Randy
The 'Cats placed 10th . and out of the started in January. I hope to get a big ing the 142-pound weight division for Penrose is 6-3, collecting 43 points, while
~oumament. Kris, Morgan qualified for nacrowd to back us at this meet."
Grays Harbor Community College. This giving up 33.

Wildcat swimmers end season in big way
I

By DENNIS ANDERSON
Staff Writer
It looked too easy. After the newly acquired "swimming wave" was completed,
an air of victory hovered over the Central
Swimming Complex ·- and that was even
before the meet started against the University of Puget Sound.
With the longest home meet schedule of
the year finished, the men and women's
team came out With sparkling records,
winning dual meets against Whitman, The
Evergreen State College, University of
Puget Sound and Simon Fraser University.
The men destroyed UPS 84-27. in what
was supposed to be a close contest. John
Lindquist, a senior from Alaska, said,
"That's probably the worst I have seen
them swim against us in the four years I.
have swam at Central."
The men started .and finished strong.
winning both the 400-yard medley relay
with Stan Vela, Walt Flury, John Bryant
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and Tom Harn, and the 400-yard freestyle
relay with Flury. Lindquist, John
Deickman and David Wright. The medley
relay was the fastest time recorded for Central this year.
Vela, who had the best meet in his career
at Central, won the 200-yard individual
medley ( 1:57 .82), and ran away With the
200-yard backstroke, beating second place
by nearly eight seconds with a 1:54.8.
As of last week, Vela is three seconds off
the national' record in the 200 backstroke
that is held by a former Central swimmer,
John Sayre.
·
"All three of Stan's swims were outstanding, and are within striking distance of
· national rt:cords, •• Coach Bob Gregson
said.
Other first place finishers include Harn
with his fastest 200 freestyle time of the
year (1:45.92) and the 100 freestyle
(47.95): Deickman in the 50 freestyle
(22.32): and Lindutst in the 500 freestyle
(4:52.01).

Flury again bettered his time in the 200 butterfly With a 1:58.89; and Wright made
his second national qualifying time in the
200 backstroke with a 2:02.50. Both were
good for second place.

Two days earlier the 'Cats hosted Whitman and Evergreen in a tri-meet. Bruce
Fletcher. who was a former swimmer at
Central, returned as the coach for
Evergreen.
It was a nice reunion for Fletcher and his
The big race of the day came when
friends, but Central won every event,
Bryant beat UPS standout Rob Powers in
beating Evergreen 95-17. Whitman was
the 200 breaststroke With a 2: 10.33 . .The
stronger, but the 'Cats still pulled away,
race was even going into the final tum,
winning 70-43.
where Bryant pulled away with a close
Meanwhile, the women beat UPS 64-49,
win.
for the first time since 1979, which make
"That was a great win for John considerassistant coach Lori Clark especially haping Powers hasn't lost a race in NCAA compy. At the same time, the women swam
petition for two years," Gregson said.
against Simon Fraser University and beat
"Anytime you can beat a guy that went to
them for the first time ever in the history of
the Olympic trials, it is a good win."
women's swimming at Central, 69-43.
On the diving boards, Central's Mark
' Gail Foster. Debbie Gray, Paula Martin
Donaldson took first place on the I-meter,
and Amy Carroll swam an impressive 400
whike Dave Housh won the 3-meter.
medley relay that was 13 seconds faster
"The UPS meet was so lopsided that it ·
than a week ago at Lewis and Clark.
was anticlimactic," Gregson said. :•it just
"We'had good swims out of every girl on
wasn't a typical Central-UPS meet,
because it wasn't as tense and we won it so
Please see Swimming on page 19.
early."
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February' crunch time' for men
By MATT MASSEY
Staff Writer

"You'll see a real premier player in Ray
Brooks.
He's just outstanding."
PLU in the standings) before last night's
Nicholson sees a rough road ahead if the
game at L & C State, are still smoothing Wildcats are looking to finish in first place.
things out. But it shouldn'.t take long for
His main concern is just winning as many
the 'Cats to gel into the caliber team that
games as possible and taking the playoffs
people expected earlier in the campaign.
from there.
"I had a lot of things to overcome (early"It's going to be real tough for us to
· season ineligiblities), · · Nicholson told. · ·1
catch Seattle U.," he admitted. "Even if we
·just hope that we're ready to make a push
beat them next Saturday, we've already
- I think we are.
got two district losses. So that won't do it.
"We have to play our best basketball.
They only have one road game left at
· That's all we can ask. There is still a lot of
Simon Fraser. So we just have to finish as
basketball to be played. The bigthing is we
well as we can. We'd like first, but if we
. have to continue to improve and be the
can't have that then we want to finish as
· best team we can."
high up as possible."
In m.eeting district-leading (7-0 and 12-8)
Although Brooks plays a major role in
Seattle U. for the first time this season, the the Chieftain offense, Seattle goes much
CWU men will have their hands full - or deeper than just one player. Forward Mark
empty.
Sjmmolids averages 11.4 points, while
; If the ball isn't in the basket, it will be
fellow backcourt starters John Moretti and
with NAIA All-American hopeful, Ray
Dave Anderson chip in 9.4 and 8.5,
Brooks.
respectively. Marcus Reese comes off the
The 6-foot-4 Brooks brings his Chieftains
bench to add 7 .5 points a contest.
into Ellensburg riding the star's highly"Our best defensive players are probably
touted credentials. Brooks. who is one of Keith Bragg and Roger Boesel," Nicholson
Seattle'sthreestartingguardsisaveraging pointed out.
21.5 points per game (tied for tops in the
One of those two will draw the defensive
district with Whitworth's Tommy assignment of containing Brooks.
Stewart), 9.5 rebounds, 4.4 assists, and 3.4
"Whatever we do (on Brooks), they'll be
steals per game.
involved with matching up on him."
·'That will be another big game for us,"
Nicholson said of the Seattle U. showdown.

· and 5-2 in the district (one loss ahead of 8-3

Men's hoop

t---------------....1

It's crunch time.
With ten games, six of which are in
UPCOMING GAMES
District 1, remaining on its regular season
schedule, the Central men's basketball
Yesterday at Lewis-Clark State
squad will need a big finish.
College,
8
p.m.
(RESULTS
That ls if the team wants any part of the UNAVAILABLE AT PRESSTIME)
NAIA hoop championships. The Wildcats
Sat. vs. Seattle University, 7:30 p.m.
are currently in third place with a .710
Wed. vs. Seattle Pacific University,
winning percentage, .02 percent behind 7:30 p.m.
Pacific Lutheran University in the district.
"Everything is big from here on out,"
Seattle University Chieftains (13-9
said CWU bead coach Dean Nicholson, overall and 7-0 in district, first place)
after his team was handed an exhibition
Last district contest: Seattle defeated
setback by defending AAU champion, !Simon Fraser, 68-67.
Brewster Packing, 100-89, last Saturday. ! Coach: Len Nardone
"We're getting down to .the real 'crunch'
part of the schedule. So this week is real
Starters:
important for us."
F - Mark Simmonds (Sr., 5 -5 ). 11 •4
The top fiour fi nishers of District 1 gain pts. and 5.4 rebs.
NAIA playoff berths.
F-Chris Simmons (Jr., 6-11), 2.8 pts.
and 3.0 rebs.
CWU should be there, unless it falls by
G - Ray Brooks (Sr., 6-4), 21.5 pts.,
t h e wayside.
9 .5 rebs., 4.4 assts., and 3.4 stls.
The 'Cats face always-tough District 1
G - Dave Anderson (Sr., 6·1), 8.5 pts.
fioe. Lewis-Clark State on the road, and and 5 .6 assts. ,
then return home to take on first-place
G
- John Moretti (Jr., 5-11), 9.4 pts.
Seattle University Saturday. Central and 1.8 assts.
follows with another home encounter ·
Key reserve: Marcus Reese (Sr., 6-8),
Wednesday, versus non-district opponent, 7 . 5 pts. and 4 •2 rebs.
· Seattle Pacific University.
Serles: CWU leads 21-12.
The Wildcat men, who were 9-7 overall.

See related story on page 18.
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ONE HOT NUMBER!
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Buy 1 Meal,
Gel Second One At

I
I

Half Price!

I

(With This Coupon)

I
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Good February~~~ 7th.1985
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AB~WES

925-2611
Radio Dispatched
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HOUR TAXI

LET YOUR
BUTCHER
CHOOSE
THE MEAT

DOMINO'S

PIZZA

DELIVERS™
FREE.
Fast, Free Delivery..

505 N. Pine
Phone: 925-6941
Hours:
4:30pm-1am Sun.-Thurs.
4:30pm-2am Fri. and Sat.
When you place your
· order, any restrictions
to this guarantee will
be communicated.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.

Umlted delivery area.
C>1984 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Thursday, January 31, 1985

Ir·---------------------,
$1.50 off any 16" pizza. I
One.coupon per pizza. 1
1
•
Expires: 2-7-85
I

1$1 50
1 J'nla
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I
I

1

I

I
I

Fast, Free oenverv®'
505 N. Pine
Phone: 925-6941
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· Why come to Downtown Pharmacy?
fter all, many of these remedies are
available at the grocery store. You coutd
pick up your cold pills along with you
cold cuts. But then who would you ask
for advice? The butcher? The stock boy?
At Downtown Pharmacy our
professional pharmacists know what'
inside the bottles, proper dosage
possible side effects. Let your butche'
hoose the meat, but when your health'
at stake, trust the professionals.

BUT LET~YOUR~
PjH.aRMACI ST .
CHOOSE THE
,PILLS.
1
DOWNTOWN
PHARMACY
·

I
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'Cats lose to Brewster PaCking
By MATT MASSEY
Staff Writer
When a quality basketball club comes to
town, the thought of knocking that team
off often occurs.
But rarely does ·that thought become
reality.
Reality barely escaped the Central men's
basketball team last Saturday night.
The defending AAU national champion
Brewster Packing Packers came to
Nicholson Pavilion and rocked the
Wildcats, 100-89, in exhibition action.
With its exhibition insignificance, it
allowed both teams the room to
experiment. The original hypothesis, with
Brewster prevailing, was tested to its
truth.
It allowed CWU the chance to play most
of its players and helped Coach Dean
Nicholson see his club in a wide-open
game atmosphere. Brewster's players have
all had previous college hoop experience.
''I thought it was a good game for us·.·' he
said the following afternoon. "We got to
play a lot of people and it was a fast-paced
game, with a good tempo.
"It was a kind of a fill-in game for us. We
didn't have anything between last
Tuesday (Jan. 22) this Wednesday (Jan.
30)."
Central might have been able to make it
closer in the end - or even win, if tt hadn't
been for another poor shooting
performance. The past three games the
Wildcats have hit below 45 percent in the
past four games.
Saturday was the worst - as the 'Cats
connected on a dismal 36 percent.
However, ~ after lagging behind by 15
points in the first half, Central made a run
at the compilation of former college
standouts. despite the poor field goal
shooting. For the game the 'Cats managed
to make 23-of-29 free throw attempts.
That kept CWU within striking distance.
Central was on top. 22-21, but the
Packers put together a 20-4 spurt and
opened the gap. Brewster led 51-42 at
intermission, following a small Wildcat
scoring spree.

Congratulations! To
Reana Jennings
winner of the

IJ[liverslty Pizza & Ribs
.,,..100.00 Scholarship

RESEARCH

Send S2 for catalog
of over 16,000 topics to
assist your research ef·
forts. For info., call toll·
free
llnols1-800-621-574~>~~cx~>'"
call 312-922
.
uthora' ReHarch, Am. 8()0.N,
S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL ll0805

VIDEOS $1.50
Monday through Thursday

After reeling off seven unanswered
points, the Wildcats moved with two, at
_
69-67 . with 10:31 to go.
Nicholson's squad missed opportunities
to tie the game twice. The 'Cats, after the
Packers built an insurmountable edge of
eight points. never came any closer than
four in the final seven minutes.
"They were close to blowing us out there
for a while," Nicholson pointed out. "but
then we battled back. We actually had a
chance of pulling the game out. That was a
plus for us."
Central. although Darrell . Tanner
registered a team-high 19 points, lacked
steady frontline play.
Had the 'Cats seen consistency up front.
it might have turned out different in the
end.
One key component has not lived up to
Nicholson's expectations.
That has been the play of key reserve
Rodnie Taylor, a transfer from the University of Oregon and the University of Idaho.
"There's no other way to say it, Rodnie's
been a disappointment. He's playing in a
hurry, and not shooting well," said
Nicholson of the junior forward from
Juanita. "At times he hasn't hustled,
when other times he has overworked. He
seems to try to do too much.
"He has had some great practices. We
had not seen it in the games, except in
spurts as of yet. There's not false hope. He
is capable of playing better."
Ever since his 15 point, 14 rebound
performance on Jan. 7, Taylor has
averaged just six points. In nine contests.

Guard Roger Boesel popped in 14 points
in the loss to Brewster Packing. while
grabbing, for the third straight game, a.
team-high seven boards.
G

Keith Bragg canned 12 points, while
d
Di
tt d 10 i t
or on xon ne e
po n s.

Brad Watson and Eric Brewe topped the
i
h 2
1
w nners wit
1 and 20, respective y.
.

CWU put up 91 field goal attempts, the
most this season and nine short of a school
record. Central made but 33.
•••••••••••••••••

Brewster Packing 100, CWU Men 89
BREWSTER PACKING - Pariseau 0-0 2-3 2. Simmons
2-2 2-3 6, Tumey-Loos 4-11 0-0 8 Kuyper 8-12 0-0 16
Brewe 5-10 10-12 20. Watson 9-19 3-4 21, McClanahan 4-S
3-6 11. Dunlap 2-2 2-2 6. Giles 3-7 4-4 10. Totals 37-68
26-34 100.
CENTRAL - Dixon 5-16 0-0 10. Evenson 1-3 0-0 2. Af·
fholtero-10-00.Boesel6-142-214,Bragg5-102-212,Jor1on 3-8 2-2 8, Shannon 1-5 0-0 2, Dorsey 0-1 0-0 o. Tanner
6-13 7-9 19, Thurlby 2-2 2-2 6. vanderSchaaf 3.10 2-2 8 ,
Taylor 1·8 5-8 7, Josephsen 0-0 1-2 1. Totals 33-91 23-29
89.
Brewster Packing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 49-100
Central Washington . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 47-89
Technical fouls-Central. Boesel. Fouled out-Brewster
- Dunlap. Total fouls-Brewster 23, Central 25 Rebounds- Brewster 52 (Kuyper, Dunlap. and Giles. 7 ~ach}.
Central 45 !Boesel 7 · Tanner 6). Assists-Brewster 23
(Pariseau 6). Central 18 (Boesel 4, Affholter 3}.
Steals-Brewster 7 (Brewe and McClanahan, 2 each}, Central 8 (Tanrier. Jordon, and Boesel, 3 each). Tur·
novers-Brewster 25. · Central
Johnson. Chris Manolopulos.

15.

Officials-Mike

NEW LOW FARES FOR
SPRING BREAK
Cabo San Lucas
(At The Tip of Baha)

* $259 Round trip air fare

Mazatlan

*$419 .Round trip air fare,
hotel accommodations,
*30 Day advance purchase
transfers, City tour Of
Stay over Saturday night
cruise
21 Day maximum stay

ELLENSBURG

25% Fee for changes or cancellations

he has averaged 7 .1 points and 5. 7
BE
rebounds. In high school Taylor was a • · - - - - force, notching 19-plus points each night.
Taylor made l-of-8 field goals and 5-of-8
free throws for seven points. He committed
four critical turnovers.

GOOD TO ~au· RSELF

••cu=i£~~

£
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411 N. Pine
925-9134
(A Few Doors Past Pennys)

ALL
PRODUCTS
20D/o OFF

RETAIL!

2 for $4.75
Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday

VCR'S $2.95
Monday through Thursday

$4.95
Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday
Open Seven Days A Week
No Membership Required ·
The Newest Video Place in
Town--Located
inside
Ellensburg Bowl
830 N. Poplar 925-1211
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Thursday • Friday .- Saturday
January 31 through February 2
Thursday, January 31, 1985

Swimming-------Continuc;d from page 16.

in its improvement. Forrey is coaching
now, but plans to dive next year when he
becomes eligible.
With only two meets remaining until nationals because of the cancellation of dual
meets against Lewis and Clark and Simon
Fraser scheduled for next week, Central ·
will try to qualify as many swimmers as
possible at The Washington State Open
this weekend at the University of
Washington.

that relay," Clark said. "It's just nice to
have all the girls swimming well.''
First place finishers against UPS include
Kathy Lang in the 200 freestyle (2:03.80):
Amy Carroll in the 50 freestyle (26.39);
and Gail Foster in the 200 backstroke
2:23.30).
The 400 freestyle relay also took first
place over both UPS and Slman Fraser
with a 3:47.96. The relay included Lang,
Last year at this meet, the men's team
Carroll, Chrisy Shake and Tani Thorsten- · did something it has never done
son.
before;they upset the U of W in the
On Thursday the women scraped by 400-yard medley relay.
According to
Whitman 59-52, and toppled Evergreen Gregson, there is a good chance to do it
87-21.
again.
In that meet, Deneen Kickhafer took second on the 1-meter board while Heidi
Last year Central placed second among
Rimbach placed second on the 3-meter some 30 teams at the Open.
board.
The final meet before nationals will be
''Both the men and women are trying the district championships. to be held Feb.
hard and improving on the boards," Clark 14-16 at Pacific Lutheran University.
said.
The recent addition of transfer student
The final dual meet record for the men is
Terry Forrey from BYU has helped Central 7-2. while the women finished 7-4

..

.LOOK AND FEEL
, YOUR HEALTHIEST!
There's nothing like a tan!
You'll look great, feel good,
and will have fun too!

C.J. Nelsen/The Observer

Stan Vela's best time in the 200-yard breaststroke is just three
seconds off of the national record.

•

OFF

DAVIDSON BLDG. SECOND FLOOR -925-3933

Winter Clothing ·

WIN A TRIP FOR TWO
TO DISNEYLAND!
·*A Stereo
*A Computer
Hundreds of other
prizes!

*

&

Ski Equipment

.

J1Qifl@Klr
105 East 4th
Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509) 925-2500

Sale Ends February 9, 1985

THE GAME SHOW

Coming to Ellensburg
Saturday, February 2, 1985
8 p.m. at Ellens~urg High School Gym.

Foreign & Domestic
Auto Repair

You have an excellent chance of being one of
the dozens of contestants selected from the
audience during this 1112 hour show. Just like
on TV, you can win cash, prizes, and vacations!
Buy your ticket today!
All seats $6

Tickets available from:
The Ellensburg High School Band
Safeway, Jerrol's, Video Theater,
And at, the door ( If not sold out )
Call 962-6613 for further information.
Sponsered by
KXLE & Ttie Ellensburg High School Band
Thursday, January 31 , 1985

WE'LL HANDLE THE WRENCH
SO YOU CAN HANDLE THE CAR_

_,,

QUALITY WORK AT AFFORDABLE PRLCES
Monday-Friday: 7 a.m.-6 p.m., Saturday: 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
1102 Canyon Road (~ext to Les Schwab) - 925-1665
Visa - Mastercard
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Scoreboard
MEN'S VARSITY STATISTICS
Through Jan. 29
Name
Darrell Tanner ...
Reggie Wright . . .
Gordon Dixon . . . .
Ren vaamSdm . ..
RogerBoesel. ... .
~odnie Taylor .. . .
AlShannon . ....
K~ith Bragg .....

FG
64-125
45-92
70-162
56-111
57-116
25-70
41-95
39-82
Jo~· · · ··· 8·27
An Aftholter . . . 24-50
{srae
rsey . . . . 24-56
.'ete
. . . . . . 3-10

FT
23-33
12·28
19-23
30-43
23-321
14-20
21-31
15·21
4-4
13-15
7-10

7-8

Rb

TP

72
70
47
105
64
51
48
42
7
18
25
1

151
102
159
142
137
64
103
93>
20
61
55
13

Avg
15.1
10.2
9.9
8.9
8.6
7. 1
6.4
5.8
5.0
3 .8
3.7
2 :6

Brad Evenson .. . . 9-2.2
Steve Josephsen . . 3-9
B.J. Thurlby ... .. 2-4
Jan Styles ...... 0-1

14-17
2-3
()..1
0-0

•14
11
8
0

32
8
4
0

2.2
0 .8
0 .7
0 .0

WOMEN'S VARSITY STATISTICS
Through Jan. 29
Name
Cllflyl.1-hnesum . ..
Toni Larimer . . . .
Marcia Byrd . . . . .
Lisa Carlson . . ·...
Julie Fees . . . . . . .
Jennifer Phelps ..
Nita Wing .

FG
77-167
71·159
53-124
44-102
39-87
38-70
40-96

FT
31-46
20-31
19-43
36-60
35-56
18-38
15-25

Rb
67
55
79
87
71
52
34

TP
185
160
125
124
113
94
95

Avg
10.9
9 .4
7 .3
7.3
6 .1
5 .9
5 .6

JoAnn Holden . ..
Esther Stephens ..
Kristi Wilson ....
Rosebud Mardel ..
Deanna Sanders ..
Ruth Bennett ... .
Patti Pendergast ..
Kathleen Blauman

33.79
28-75
23-43
19-48
7·19
3·25
3-12
3-9

17-29
4-7
10-17
14-25
8·13
5·10
0-2
0-2

63
16
52
33
22
4
4
7

83
60
56
52
22
11
6
6

4.9
3.5
3.3
3 .1
2 .2
1.1
0.7
0 .6

WRESTLING STATISTICS
Through Jan. 30

Name
Kevin Anson (l 34) . . . ... .
Mike Buechel (UNL) .. .. ..
Shawn Buechel ( 134) ....
Vern DeBoo (177) .. .. .. .

w
4
4
4

0

L
4

T

l

0
0
0

4
5

l

Pin
0
0
1
0

Pts*

EXCEPTIONAL
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
For exceptional College Grads (and those who are soon to be)

2
0
9
0

Tony Del Poso (1421 ... . ..
Fred Gordon (158) . .. .. ..
Eric Idler (142) ... ......
Rob Kanany (167) ..... . .
Robin MacAlplne ( 126) .. .
ChrisM~n(ll8) .. . ....
Jim McCormick (177) ....
KrisMorgan(l50) . ... . ..
Keith Moore (190) ..... . .
Randy Penrose (UNLJ ... .
Mark Peterson (126) .. .. .
Rusty Porterfield {190) ...
Brian Ruegsegger ( 118) . ..
Frank Schneider {UNL) . ..
Kelly5hlnes(l34) .
Glen Stein ( 177) .... .. ..
David Wildman ( 158) . .. .

•AVIATION eLAW
e MEDICINE e INTELLIGENCE
e CIVIL ENGINEERING
e SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
Sign up for an interview in the Career Placerpent Office.
Interviews scheduled for Tuesday, · February 5th.

GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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l

6
8
0
l

0
1
0
2

2
7
2
2
0
5
1
3
0
3
3
4
2
2
7
3
9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
l

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
13
8
0
9
6
4
18
3
12
23
0
0
6
0
2
0

........................
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LIBERTY
THEATRE
925-9511 5th & Pine

!
!:

: BARGAIN NIGHTS :
:
Tuesdays and Thursdays
:
•
~su~u
•
: BARGAIN MATINEES :
:

CUR.RENT OPPORTUNITIES:
e ENGINEERING
· e BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

2
4
7
0
2
6
1
12

:

Saturdays and Sundays
All Seats $2
Before 4 p.m.
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•
:

:
:

STEVE
LILY
MARTIN. TOMLIN

:
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:
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EDDIE MURPHY
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•
:
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Phone For Showtimes
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